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RE

Mathematics

English

RE
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Treasure Island:
Comprehension
techniques and
swashbuckling stories.
Explanations: Writing
explanations about how
things work.
Performance Poetry
Grammar: A or an,
adverbs, time, place &
causal conjunctions.

Journeys: We will be
learning about journeying
with Christ through the
Church year.
Listening & Sharing: We
will be exploring how we
listen and share God’s
word at Mass.

Developing understanding
of fractions to include
eighths, and adding
fraction. Multiply by 10
and 100, and understand
that division is the inverse
of multiplication. Work
with 3 digit place value to
add and subtract and use
money. Understand
angles as parts of a turn.

Stig of the Dump:
Writing story blurbs &
creating satisfying story
endings.
Reports: Creating easyto-understand reports
on tools and techniques.
Puns & Riddles
Grammar: Dictionaries,
paragraphs, consonants
& vowels, prepositions.

Listening & Sharing: We will
be exploring the Liturgy of the
Eucharist.
Giving All: We will be learning
about Lent and Holy Week,
and remembering the total
giving of Jesus.

Reading the time to
the nearest 5 minutes,
calculating the
difference between
times. Working on the
2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 8x, and
10x tables. Finding
unit and non-unit
fractions. Calculating
perimeter and
comparing capacities.

Science

Computing

Science

Computing

Amazing Bodies: What do
we need to survive and
stay healthy?
Rocks: What different
types of rock are there?
Can you compare them?

E-safety: Can you navigate
a website to find
information?
Multimedia: Can you
create your own fact-file
about pirates, using
images and text?

Rocks: What is soil and
how is it made? What
are fossils and how are
they formed? How has
the way we used rocks
changed over time?

Programming:
Can you use Scratch to
program a sprite? Can
you debug a program
and solve problems to
make your sprite
move?

History/Geography

Art/DT

History/Geography

Art/DT

How do oceans connect
the countries of the
world? Can you use
compass points and grid
references? Who are the
famous pirates from
history?

Drawing and shading,
creating pirate flags and
pictures. Building floating
pirate ships and tying
knots to make eyepatches.

How do we know about
prehistory? What was
life like from the Stone
Age to the Bronze Age?
What were the beliefs
and traditions of this
time?

Can we create our
own Stone Age Paint
and Cave Paintings?
What does a shelter
need? Can you build
your own shelter?

Pirates!

PE

Music

French

PSHE

Tag rugby –
Invasion Games
Dance – Inventing
games

Exploring
classroom
instruments.
(dynamics and
texture of sound).

Numbers to 31,
days of the
week, months
of the year,
classroom
objects.

Take Care, Be Safe:
When should you
take risks? What are
the rules for
medicines? How do
we grow and change?

Stone Age –
Bronze Age

PE

Music

French

PSHE

Gymnastics –
combining
movements &
creating routines.
Dodgeball – team
games

Rock Music – Can
you hear different
instruments? Can
you feel the beat
and repeat
rhythms?

Numbers to 31,
days of the
week, months
of the year,
classroom
objects.

Friendship: What is a
good friend? What is
trust? How do
friendships change?

